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Saving lives and keeping the public safe are top priorities for Progress Vancouver.
Rising crime, drug poisonings, and the lived experiences of the unhoused are all issues that need to
be addressed by the city. That is why we are proposing a plan called A Safe and Thriving City For All.

To create a city that is safe and thriving, Progress Vancouver will:

1. Save lives with safe supply and get people on a path to recovery.
2. Protect the public from prolific offenders, hate crimes, anti-social behaviour  and theft.
3. Negotiate a new Vancouver Agreement to provide adequate housing and support services

to the most vulnerable with a unified strategy and funding model

If Vancouver is once again going to be a thriving city that is
the cultural and economic heart of the region and the
province, it must be a safe and pleasant place for all.



ACTION AGAINST
THE TRAGEDY

of
POISONED DRUGS
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Vancouver has become a city of funerals. Three thousand Vancouverites have died in
the drug poisoning crisis - more than the number who died from covid throughout the pandemic.
The casualties come from every neighborhood, every community, and every walk of life. Without
action, we will lose thousands more.

Progress Vancouver knows that to stop these deaths, we must first understand their origin.

Drug addiction and homelessness are symptoms of a deeper source: TRAUMA.
Cycles of abuse and neglect echo through families as their neighborhood networks disintegrate.
Misery, loneliness, and pain abound. Therapy becomes ever more out of reach. Finally, as all other
options disappear… people resort to hard drugs.

The well-known 4 Pillars Drug Strategy was introduced over 20 years ago.  We have learned a lot
since then.  It is time to modernize the 4 pillars with a trauma-informed approach.  .

Progress Vancouver proposes a more precise model:

A TRAUMA-INFORMED FOUR PILLARS STRATEGY

I. SURVIVAL
No one is capable of confronting addiction while struggling from sun-up to sundown.
Our loved ones cannot heal if they are dead.

1) Establish a citywide Drug Toxicity Analysis service
a) Build at least one Drug Toxicity Analysis (DTA) lab in each major neighborhood
b) Create DTA services independently from Overdose Prevention Sites (OPS) to ensure

accessibility to all income levels
c) Expand training & standardize reports at all existing OPS with mass spectrometers

80% of drug poisoning deaths happen inside our homes. That number can be 0% if people have a
safe service that will tell them EXACTLY what they’re putting into their bodies.

2) Create a live city database of contaminants in the current drug supply

The murderers who supply poisoned drugs only function thanks to a low-information environment.
We can put them out of business by making sure all Vancouverites are instantly informed about
where (and what) the poison is.

3) Ask the province to pilot provincially-funded Safe Supply in Vancouver



A commitment to Safe Supply means nothing without concrete action. In order to save lives, the
province must replace the entire illicit drug supply with accessible, regulated prescriptions.

Where better to start than Vancouver?

II. PREVENTION
Cut off the supply of illicit substances. Govern dutifully and provide for the needs of people.
Invest in communities to nurture healthy support networks.

1) Attract better healthcare to Vancouver
a) Explore tax exemptions for family practice, nurse practitioner, & mental health clinics
b) Enforce healthier work conditions for healthcare workers & frontline staff
c) Demand that provincial health authorities raise pay rates for paramedics
d) Set citywide targets for same-day mental healthcare access

By bringing more doctors to Vancouver, we preserve the best possible treatment options and help
traumatized people receive preventative care before more desperate measures take hold.

2) Work with the province to refocus police on tracking down suppliers of poisoned
drugs

The true villains of the crisis are black-market bulk suppliers. These profiteers sell poisoned &
poorly-labelled drugs and end countless Canadian lives. Let’s have police put the mass murderers
behind bars.

III. AUTONOMY
Trauma steals our ability to choose. When we restore attractive options for treatment, we
also offer people a chance to relearn how to choose self-empowerment.

1) Reform Rehab options and Addiction Treatment resources
a) Expand grants & incentives for rehab centers, detox beds & addiction experts
b) Work to bring wait time for rehab centers down to 1 week or less
c) Build more sober social housing sites separate from “low-barrier” social housing



Those ready to leave behind addictions are rarely able to access resources that could help. Even
after rehab, many are placed right back into the DTES, surrounded by drug use. Let’s set them up
for success instead.

2) Support clinics that meet Addiction Treatment & Safe Supply standards
a) Promote structural acceptance of Safe Supply prescriptions within the medical community
b) Support existing community organizations who have already begun saving lives

Safe Supply & Addiction Treatment go hand-in-hand. By connecting drug users with community
organizations that provide both, we ensure they stay alive while accessing vital health resources.

IV. COMMUNITY
To sustain healing, we must form bonds with our communities. Let's reform our social safety
nets and weave our neighborhoods together.

1) Integrate Social Housing Supports outside of the DTES

Concentrating treatment options within the Downtown EastSide prevents others in need from using
them. Let's bring help to every community.

2) Reorganize the Downtown Ambassador program and various volunteer bodies into a
new, centralized VANCOUVER OUTREACH CORPS, chaired by survivors of addiction

Many have survived drug addiction. Their stories – and service– are vital sources of confidence for
those who are still struggling. Imagine an army of volunteers lead by that experience & empathy,
backed by the full resources of the city.



Keeping Everyone Safe
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No one should feel unsafe in their community. Crime has been rising in our downtown.
If Vancouver is once again going to be a thriving city that is the cultural and economic heart of the
region and the province, it must be a safe and pleasant place for all.

Anti-social behaviour, random attacks, hate crimes, and theft have been on the rise in our
downtown. To restore safety, we must make our streets welcoming, nurture genuine relationships,
and foster community connection.

We propose a Plan to Protect the Public:

1) Work with BC’s Attorney General and Canada’s Justice Minister to keep prolific
offenders off of our streets

Trauma and violence go hand-in-hand. Repeat offenders victimize everyone. Nobody benefits from
“catch-and-release.” Maintain offenders’ chance at rehabilitation, but do not let those who pose a danger to
others roam free.

2) Demand the Federal Government increase penalties for random, unprovoked stranger
assaults

Random, unprovoked attacks traumatize not just the victim, but the entire community in which they take
place. Let’s get perpetrators out of our communities and behind bars where they can not hurt the public.

3) Protect vulnerable women
a) Explicitly task police with tracking active predators & killers in Vancouver
b) Ensure women’s shelters are fully-resourced and immediately accessible
c) Support a IWG2S+ People’s Healing Lodge

Women are actively disappearing from the DTES, and domestic violence remains as rampant as ever after
Covid. This ongoing tragedy must end. Protect all women, including Indigenous and LGBTQ2S+.

4) Fight theft and property damage
a) Create stronger bike security systems near transit and shopping centers
b) Crack down on criminal chop shops
c) Establish  storage solutions for the unhoused

More Vancouverites  will  ride their bikes, if they know they’ll be safe from thieves.



5) Adopt the PACT  (Peer-Assisted Care Teams)  model, using community conflict resolution
experts to triage the need for police dispatch on all mental health and
homeless-adjacent 911 calls

Police are stretched thin enough as it is. They are not trained to handle mental health calls. Police resources
should be going towards getting criminals off of our streets, not ineffectively trying to plug the gaps of our
insu�cient mental healthcare system.

6) Launch a Family Friendly Downtown Initiative

A thriving downtown is a safer downtown. More activity and eyes on the street means more safety.

7) Address the socio-economic factors that increase crime
a) Negotiate a new Vancouver Agreement with the Province and Federal Government
● Restore reliable funding models for social housing & wrap-around supports
● Coordinate strategy explicitly with all levels of government, starting with an audit to

determine that objectives are being met
● Demand appropriate resources to compensate Vancouver’s outsized role

b) Build plentiful affordable housing. See our full 12-point housing plan for more details.
c) Provide safe supply and get people on the path to recovery.

Vancouver is ground zero for homelessness, drug poisoning, and generational trauma in BC. The national &
provincial  joint strategy and funding model approach from the Vancouver Agreement must be restored if we
are to tackle this incredibly complex crisis.

8) End needle litter by installing sharps disposal bins in alleys, parks, & public washrooms

By providing plentiful disposal bins near locations where people typically use needles, we can keep
the sharps from going underfoot; a first step towards worry-free play for kids, pets, & pedestrians.

9) Make safer roads to reduce tra�c deaths and injuries

Recognize that safe streets doesn’t just apply to crime, but to how we get around. A safe city is one in
which no one has to worry they’ll be killed or injured while driving, walking or cycling.

10) Change the culture at City Hall to one that takes public safety seriously

City Hall hasn’t made public safety a priority, often turning a blind eye. A safe city is the foundation on
which a thriving city is built.

http://progressvancouver.ca/housing


ADDRESSING
HOMELESSNESS

with

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
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Vancouver’s housing crisis is forcing middle-class and working families to vacate the city and leave
for the suburbs. The housing crisis is especially tough on Vancouver’s most vulnerable population.

Homeless people are victims of this crisis. The well-being of unhoused Vancouverites must be a
key component of any strategy if it is to succeed.

We must negotiate a new Vancouver Agreement, where the City, Province, and Federal
governments work together to coordinate swift action with a unified strategy and funding model.

The original Vancouver Agreement ended in 2010 when Prime Minister Stephen Harper refused to
continue funding.

A core basis of the  Vancouver Agreement was a Four Pillars Strategy:   Harm Reduction,
Prevention, Treatment and Enforcement.

This Four Pillars strategy must be updated to reflect the current situation and what we have
learned in the past decade.

The Four Pillars Trauma Strategy which defines our drug poisoning plan– focused on Survival,
Prevention, Autonomy, and Community, which are defined below – is also a strong tool for
understanding and addressing homelessness.

We will perform an audit on all services in the DTES against stated outcomes, and
establish common core objectives informed by this Trauma Strategy. In particular,
Autonomy & Community must be the goal all nonprofits work towards – or else Vancouver will
remain stuck in the endless cycle of poverty.

We propose a Plan to Protect the Vulnerable
within the framework of our 4-PILLARS TRAUMA STRATEGY.



I. SURVIVAL
Homeless Vancouverites cannot find a path to recovery if their daily lives are defined by a
desperate struggle to survive.

1) Use vacant land to operate temporary emergency outdoor shelters while we build
housing and address underlying causes of homelessness

Tents will persist until housing is built. Stop the whack-a-mole with impromptu camps; let’s plan orderly
outdoor staging grounds that meet all needs for food, shelter, water, storage, and security. These
temporary shelters will be designed to connect folks to support services.

2) Advocate for the province to raise the $375 shelter rate (which is the government
rental stipend for the unhoused)

$375 no longer reflects the cost of housing in BC. All it can buy is slum rentals whose owners can’t be
bothered to maintain humane conditions.

3) Protect vulnerable women by working with police to track known predators and pay
special attention to violence against women, particularly indigenous women on the
DTES

a) Explicitly task police with tracking active predators & killers in Vancouver
b) Ensure women’s shelters are fully-resourced and immediately accessible
c) Support a IWG2S+ People’s Healing Lodge

Women, especially Indigenous women, are actively disappearing from the DTES. Domestic violence
remains as rampant as ever after Covid. This ongoing tragedy must end. Protect all women.

II. PREVENTION
Prevent sources of life-changing trauma. Prevent homelessness by making homes
affordable. Prevent setbacks for those who are trying to improve their situation.

1) Build plentiful affordable housing as per our Housing Plan.

Homelessness is only a threat when you can’t afford a home. We will build as much housing as it takes to get
people out of tents and back to stable lives. See our full 12-point housing plan for more details.

http://progressvancouver.ca/housing
http://progressvancouver.ca/housing


III. AUTONOMY
No one wants to live in filth & desperation. Give people options for a better environment, and
they WILL choose it.

1) Create options for sober social housing to support people seeking to avoid drug
culture

People have many different relationships to drugs, community, & mental health. All housing & support
programs must acknowledge these distinct groups and enable their unique pathways to recovery. To start,
let’s offer recovering addicts the option of sober long term housing.

2) Fully fund the Parks Washroom Strategy; build durable public washrooms in the city

Vancouver simply does not have enough public washrooms. If we deliver, our streets can remain free of
human waste, and our downtown will become all the more attractive for families.

IV. COMMUNITY
To sustain healing, we must form bonds with our communities. We cannot isolate ourselves.
Reform our social safety nets and weave our neighborhoods together.

1) Build community-centric Supportive Social Housing outside of the Downtown region

We all lose when neighborhoods become ghettos. Isolating poverty only enforces it. Give poor people a
chance to form normal relationships with thriving communities,  throughout Vancouver.

2) Reorganize the Downtown Ambassador program and various volunteer bodies into a
newly centralized VANCOUVER OUTREACH CORPS, chaired by survivors of addiction

Plenty of people want to help unhoused Vancouverites. But it’s not clear where to go or what to do. Let’s
build a central body of volunteers; nonprofits and community networks can employ them as a ready-made
army for completing critical outreach duties.




